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This  paper  compares  the  technical  efﬁciency  and  production  frontier  of dairy  processing  cooperatives
and  investor  owned  ﬁrms  in  six  major  dairy  producing  European  countries.  Two  parametric  produc-
tion  frontiers  are  estimated,  i.e. for  cooperatives  and investor  owned  ﬁrms  separately,  which  are  used
to  evaluate  the  intra-  and  inter-type  technical  efﬁciency  of  each  ﬁrm.  The  models  are  estimated  using
accountancy  data  from  the  AMADEUS  data  base  over  the  years  1995-2005.  Results  show  that  dairy  coop-
eratives  have  a  more  productive  technology,  but  are  slightly  less  efﬁcient  than  investor  owned  ﬁrms
during  this  period.  Differences  in production  technology  and technical  efﬁciency  of  the  cooperativesooperatives
nvestor owned ﬁrms
roduction frontier
across  countries  reﬂect  differences  in  local  market  conditions  and characteristics  of the  companies.  Both
cooperatives  and  investor  owned  ﬁrms  are  characterized  by  decreasing  returns  to scale.  However,  returns
to  scale  are  on  average  much  smaller  for cooperatives,  implying  that  the  scale  of  operation  of  cooperatives
is  too  large.
© 2014  Royal  Netherlands  Society  for Agricultural  Sciences.  Published  by Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights
reserved.. Introduction
Evaluating the production efﬁciency and performance of mar-
eting cooperatives (Coops) and investor owned ﬁrms (IOFs)1 is of
nterest to policy makers and ﬁrm managers, who are seeking to
nhance competitive power of ﬁrms. Those who  are interested in
his topic recognize that a comparison between IOFs and Coops has
o account for fundamental differences in objectives and organiza-
ional structures [1]. Underlying the differences, between Coops
nd IOFs, is the more complex relationship between Coops and
heir members compared to the relationship between IOFs and
heir shareholders [2]. Members of the coops are often the owners,
ontrollers2, and the main (if not the only) users of the services
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: alfons.oudelansink@wur.nl (A.O. Lansink).
1 In the economic literature, different deﬁnitions of cooperatives exist among
hich is the deﬁnition that cooperatives are an extension of the farm-business
Soboh et al., 2009). Also, cooperatives are deﬁned as user-controlled, user-owned
nd user-beneﬁt oriented ﬁrms (Soboh et al., 2009). Chaddad and Cook (2004) pro-
ided an ownership typology of cooperatives which are diverse in terms of the level
f control, ownership and beneﬁts of the members in the cooperative ﬁrms. IOFs are
ften deﬁned as entities that aim to maximise shareholder value.
2 Members, as owners (residual claimants), are entitled to the net income gener-
ted by the ﬁrm and also the residual risk bearers of the ﬁrm’s net cash ﬂows. While
embers, as controllers (have the residual right to control), have the rights to any
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.njas.2014.05.003
573-5214/© 2014 Royal Netherlands Society for Agricultural Sciences. Published by Elseof cooperatives [2]. Literature has suggested a variety of objec-
tives of Coops such as service at cost, maximizing the aggregate
members’ proﬁt and maximizing the aggregate cooperative and
members proﬁt [1]. Hence, objectives of members and Coops are
more aligned3 than the objectives of IOFs and shareholders, who
primarily focus on maximizing return to equity. The alignment of
objectives within Coops shapes the organizational structure of the
cooperative in the long-run [3]. The differences in objectives and
organizational structure between IOFs and Coops imply that IOFs
and Coops differ in the way they trade off revenues, costs and
investments [4]). Moreover, Coops are mainly ﬁnanced by their
members, who are more reluctant to engage in risky new ventures.
As a result, Coops focus less on the more risky value-added seg-
ments of the markets than IOFs [26]. An exception is investment in
their ability to process the potential capacity growth of its mem-
bers. This means that Coops’ success factors are related to their
competencies to sustain-ably fulﬁlling the members’ objectives at
the same time being able to function in the competitive market [26].
These success factors are comparable to the success factor of the
assets that are not assigned to other parties nor attenuated by law (Chaddad and
Cook, 2004).
3 However, there are examples in the literature which shows that this alignment is
not perfect. For instance, with a heterogeneous membership, non-members owners,
distributional issues (see [27] and [28]).
vier B.V. All rights reserved.
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OFs in meeting their shareholders objectives, yet it should be kept
n mind that the IOFs goals are more closely linked to proﬁtabil-
ty (Gentzoglanis, 1997). The Coops primary concern is to process
ll of its members’ products and valorise this optimally. This limits
he cooperatives with their choices of market segments, whereas
he IOFs determine their market (segments) based on maximis-
ng proﬁt (Klep and van Dijk, 2005). The size of their operation
epends on their market strategy and they are not obliged to pro-
ess any predetermined quantity, contrary to the expectation from
he Coops.
Differences in objectives and organizational structures between
OFs and Coops are assumed to affect their production technol-
gy and technical efﬁciency. Bontems and Fulton [3] argued that
he strong alignment of Coops and their members’ objectives puts
oops at a production efﬁciency advantage compared to IOFs. Con-
rary to the argument of Bontems and Fulton [3]; Oustapassidis
t al. [5] argued that cooperatives endorse over-supply of members’
nputs and therefore operate on a less efﬁcient scale. Moreover,
orter and Scully [6], Ferrier and Porter [7], and Gentzoglanis [8]
rgued that cooperatives are less scale-efﬁcient due to higher costs
f control to tackle the presence of free-riders.
The present study employs a (parametric) stochastic production
rontier to measure differences in technical efﬁciency and pro-
uction technology between dairy processing Coops and IOFs. The
arametric approach to efﬁciency measurement has been imple-
ented widely in several industries (see e.g. Schmidt [9], Lovell
nd Schmidt(1988), and Bauer [10] each for an overview, and Bat-
ese [11] for a review of the literature of stochastic frontier analysis
n the agricultural sector). Application of the parametric frontier
pproach to comparing efﬁciency on Coops and IOFs has been pre-
iously undertaken by Sexton et al. [12], Doucouliagos and Hone
13], Singh et al. [14], Mosheim [15]4. Existing studies on measuring
nd comparing technical efﬁciency of Coops and IOFs are, however,
estricted by the assumption that the performances of IOF’s and
ooperatives have the same production frontier, i.e. the technology
uling the transformation of inputs into outputs is the same for IOFs
nd Coops.
This paper estimates production frontiers for dairy processing
oops and IOFs separately and tests whether differences in their
roduction frontiers are statistically signiﬁcant. Firm type-speciﬁc
roduction frontiers and ﬁrm-speciﬁc efﬁciency parameters allow
btaining intra- and inter- type technical efﬁciency measurements.
ntra-type technical efﬁciency involves computing the efﬁciency of
 particular ﬁrm’s (of a particular type, either Coop or IOF) relative
o either the Coops or the IOFs frontier. Inter-ﬁrm technical efﬁ-
iency involves computing the efﬁciency of that same ﬁrm relative
o the frontier of the ﬁrm type that represents the best practice
i.e. this may  or may  not be the frontier of the alternative type).
nter-type (IE) efﬁciency is decomposed into intra-type efﬁciency
IA) and inter-type catch-up (CU) components. The CU compo-
ent measures differences in production technology across the two
ypes of ﬁrms (Coop and IOF), which may  arise from differences in
nvestments in new technologies and differences in the quality and
haracteristics of the inputs used [16]. The empirical application
ocuses on data from Coops and IOFs in the dairy processing indus-
ry in Belgium, the Netherlands, Ireland, Denmark, Germany and
rance.
. Econometrics MethodologyThe stochastic frontier production model was presented inde-
endently by Aigner et al. [17] and Meeusen and van den Broeck
4 See Soboh et al.,  (2009) for an extended list of literature used similar techniques
hile comparing the performance of cooperatives to IOFs.XI
Fig. 1. An Illustration of an IOF Produces (YI) Below Both Frontiers.
(1977) [25]. The stochastic frontier analysis (SFA) has been theoret-
ically and empirically implemented on ﬁrms of different industries
and sectors (see [18]). Measuring production efﬁciency allows one
to test competing hypotheses regarding sources of efﬁciency or
differences in productivity [19,20]. Moreover, such measurement
allows for quantifying the potential increases in output that might
be associated with an increase in efﬁciency [19].
In this paper, two Translog production frontiers (i.e. for Coops
and IOFs separately) are estimated using data on three inputs
and one output of dairy processing ﬁrms in the six European
countries mentioned above. The stochastic frontier model, assum-
ing an exponential distribution of the non-negative random term
ui is expressed as:
Yi = f (xi, ˇ)e(vi−ui), i = 1, . . .,  N (1)
where Yi is the output of the i-th dairy ﬁrm; xi is a k × 1 vector of
the input quantities of the i-th type of ﬁrm;  is a parameter vec-
tor. Moreover, vi represents the random disturbance term that is
assumed to be i.i.d. N(0, 2v ). This random term (vi) is incorporated
into the model and is independent of ui. The non-negative ran-
dom term (ui) represents technical inefﬁciency in production and
is assumed to be i.i.d. and has an exponential distribution. The rela-
tionship between ui and the output oriented technical efﬁciency
(TE) is: TEi = exp(− ui).
Estimating the two type–speciﬁc production frontiers (Coops
and IOFs) allows for measuring technical efﬁciency of the ﬁrm rel-
ative to the frontier for: (1) its own type and (2) the best practice
frontier. Using this approach we can measure the inter-type catch
up component, which indicates the ratio of the ﬁrm’s efﬁciency
from its own  type’s frontier to the frontier representing the best
practice. Measuring the technical efﬁciency, in this approach, indi-
cates that the best practice frontier can either be the same type
of the ﬁrm or the other type. Moreover, measuring the technical
efﬁciency of the ﬁrms relative to the other type’s frontier (if it was
the best practice frontier) indicates a potential improvement in the
technical efﬁciency of any ﬁrm of a particular type when adapting
the other type’s technology. In this paper, we use terminologies
used by Oude Lansink et al. Oude Lansink et al. (2000, 2001), the
ﬁrst measurement is called intra- type efﬁciency (i.e. efﬁciency of
the ﬁrm relative to its own type frontier), while the second is called
inter-type efﬁciency (i.e. efﬁciency of the ﬁrm relative to the best
practice frontier). To illustrate these concepts, take the case of an
IOF (Fig. 1):The actual output produced by the IOF is YI, Y’I refers to the
maximum obtainable output from the frontier of the IOF’s type:
Y ′I = fI(XI) (2)
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Fig. 2. Coops and IOFs Represented by Two  Frontiers.
While Y ′′I refers to the maximum obtainable output from the
est practice frontier:
′′
I = max
I,C
[fI(XI), fc(XI)] (3)
The intra-type efﬁciency (IA) is deﬁned as:
A = YI
Y ′I
; 0 < IA ≤ 1 (4)
The inter-type efﬁciency (IE) is deﬁned as:
E = YI
Y ′′
i
; 0 < IE ≤ 1 (5)
The catch-up (CU) component is the ratio of output obtained at
he own type frontier and the output obtained at the best practice
rontier:
U = Y
′
I
Y ′′I
; 0 < CU ≤ 1 (6)
The relation between these measures is IE = CU × IA,  hence
E = Y
′
I
Y ′′I
× YI
Y ′I
= YI
Y ′′
(7)
The critical point is when CU of any type (i.e. Coop or IOF) is
qual to 1. Firms, of certain type, with CU = 1 perform better with
heir own type technology than with the other type’s. While ﬁrms,
f certain type, with CU < 1 perform worse with their own  type’s
echnology rather than with the other ﬁrm type’s technology and
herefore have a potential for technological improvement.
Fig. 2 illustrates the four possible situations: a Coop above the
OF’s frontier (Coop1), an IOF above the Coop’s frontier (IOF2), a
oop below both frontiers (Coop2), and an IOF below both fron-
iers (IOF1). In Fig. 2, the observation Coop1 is located in the part
f the frontier where the Coops frontier is located above the IOFs
rontier. Hence, the CU of the cooperative will be equal to 1. IOF1
s also located in the part where the Coops frontier dominates the
OF frontier. Hence, CU is smaller than 1 for IOF1.
. Data and Empirical Model
.1. Data
Panel data on dairy processing ﬁrms (of both types) from six
uropean countries (Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland
nd the Netherlands) were used in this study. These countries are
onsidered to be the European states that produce the bulk of the
U cow’s milk [22]. The panel data covers the period 1995-2005
nd is obtained from AMADEUS. AMADEUS is a European ﬁnancial
ata base prepared by Bureau van Dijk and contains more than 5nal of Life Sciences 70–71 (2014) 53–59 55
million private, cooperative and public companies. The data-base
is collected from reports produced by the chamber of commerce
of the different European countries. AMADEUS standardized the
ﬁgures of the ﬁnancial statements of the different countries. Our
sample consists of 1221 observations among which 861 are IOFs
and 360 are cooperatives.
The model distinguishes one output (total turnover), three
inputs (material cost, employment cost, and ﬁxed assets) and a time
trend variable (T). The outputs and inputs are expressed in Euros of
1996 (base year) by deﬂating the monetary values with their price
indexes (provided by Eurostat).
The dairy processing ﬁrms in these countries are typically pro-
ducing multiple dairy outputs, such as: cheese, yoghurts, butter,
fresh milk. However, the available data reports only the total rev-
enues and do not distinguish between revenues from the different
sub-categories of the total output. Output is measured as total oper-
ating revenue from selling all products produced by the processing
company, deﬂated by the country-speciﬁc price index of consumer
prices (a producer price off-factory was  not available) of milk,
cheese and eggs.
Fixed asset is measured as the value of physical land, buildings,
machinery, and the non-physical ﬁxed assets (such as the good-
will, patents, brands, and market shares). The value was  deﬂated
using the average value of the country-speciﬁc prices index of the
agricultural gross ﬁxed capital formation and the price index of the
agricultural machinery and equipment per country. The database
provides us with an input titled as material cost. This variable refers
to the cost of purchasing the input materials before the starting
of the processing operation. This input consists mainly of the cost
of purchasing raw milk by the dairy processing ﬁrm. We  used the
deﬂated EC-index of producer prices of the cows’ milk per coun-
try as the deﬂator for the material cost. Labor cost is deﬂated using
the country-speciﬁc nominal value of the labor cost index in total
industries (excluding public administration).
Table 1 provides the mean, minimum and maximum values of
turnover, ﬁxed assets, raw material, and labor. It shows that coop-
eratives have, on average, a higher value of the output and three
inputs than IOFs.
3.2. Empirical Model
The type-speciﬁc frontier for each type of ﬁrms in the sample is
assumed to follow a Translog speciﬁcation:
ln(Yit) = ˇ0 +
3∑
i=1
ˇi ln(xit) + 0.5
⎛
⎝ 3∑
i=1
3∑
j=1
ˇij ln(xit) ln(xjt)
⎞
⎠
+ 1(T) + 0.5(2T2) + 0.5
(
3∑
i=1
iT ln(xit)
)
+ (it − uit)
Where xit are input quantities at time t, with i = 1 (ﬁxed assets),
2 (raw materials), and 3 (Labour). A time trend (T) is included in the
empirical model to account for exogenous technological change in
the estimation. The coefﬁcients of the 3 inputs (ˇi, i =1,2,3),  the
quadratic part of the model (ˇij, i and j =1,2,3), the time trend (1),
its quadratic term (2), and the cross term of the time trend with
the inputs ( i, i =1,2,3)  are to be estimated.4. Results
The log-likelihood-test which tests the null hypothesis of no dif-
ference in production technology between IOFs and cooperatives
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Table 1
Descriptive Statistics (Million Euros).
Cooperatives (n = 360) Investor-owned ﬁrms (IOFs) (n = 861)
Mean Minimum Maximum Mean Minimum Maximum
Output 429.26 2.91 5513.82 96.45 2.58 1605.03
Fixed  assets 108.30 0.03 2243.1
Raw  Material 202.57 0.04 4604.0
Labor  24.85 0.01 742.61
Table 2
Results of Estimation of the Type Speciﬁc Frontiers (p-values in brackets).
Variable Cooperatives Investor-Owned Firms (IOFs)
Constant 12.138 (0.000) 4.979 (0.000)
Ln(x1) −0.560 (0.000) −0.105 (0.403)
Ln(x2) −0.536 (0.018) −0.344 (0.049)
Ln(x3) 0.573 (0.004) 0.810 (0.000)
T −0.007 (0.959) 0.382 (0.000)
Ln(x1) Ln(x2) 0.011 (0.550) 0.020 (0.164)
Ln(x1) Ln(x3) −0.020 (0.162) −0.036 (0.030)
Ln(x1) T 0.004 (0.621) −0.024 (0.000)
Ln(x2) Ln(x3) −0.052 (0.000) 0.004 (0.747)
Ln(x2) T −0.001 (0.915) 0.015 (0.054)
Ln(x3) T −0.009 (0.435) −0.024 (0.001)
½ [Ln(x1) Ln(x1)] 0.124 (0.000) 0.124 (0.000)
½ [Ln(x2) Ln(x2)] 0.086 (0.000) −0.002 (0.924)
½ [Ln(x3) Ln(x3)] 0.032 (0.248) −0.028 (0.186)
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the highest value of the difference in catch-up component (0.3128),
suggesting that the cooperatives’ technology is the most superior
to the IOFs’ technology in Ireland.
Table 3
Efﬁciency Scores and Catch-Up Components*
Cooperatives Investor-owned
ﬁrms (IOFs)
Difference½ T2 −0.001 (0.970) −0.010 (0.052)
1= ﬁxed assets; x2 = raw material; x3 = labour and T = time trend.
ields a value of 685. This implies that the null hypothesis is rejected
t 5%. In what follows, we discuss the parameter estimates and the
stimation of technical efﬁciency based on two separate production
rontiers for IOFs and cooperatives.
Table 2 provides the estimation results of the two production
rontiers. The p-values indicate that the six coefﬁcients of Coops’
roduction frontier are signiﬁcant at the 5% critical value. All single
erms are signiﬁcant in the Coops’ production frontier, except for
ime trend, whereas most interaction and quadratic terms are not
igniﬁcant for the Coops frontier. Nine coefﬁcients were signiﬁcant
t critical 5% level for the IOFs’ production frontier, suggesting that
he IOFs are more homogeneous than the Coops. Only three param-
ters (single terms of material cost, labor, and the quadratic term of
xed assets) are signiﬁcant for both frontiers. The parameter esti-
ates of six coefﬁcients have opposite signs for the two  frontiers
such as: the time trend).
Table 3 provides the annual mean, maximum and mini-
um  value of the three different efﬁciency measurements across
ountries and of the average of the entire sample, (intra-ﬁrm (IA),
atch-Up (CU) and Inter-ﬁrm efﬁciency (IE)). Additionally, these
easurements are presented by country to investigate any differ-
nces between countries.
The results in Table 3 show that the average intra-ﬁrm efﬁ-
iency score of the Coops (IAC) is lower than intra-ﬁrm efﬁciency
core of the IOFs (IAI). This indicates that the Coops are, on average,
ess efﬁcient relative to their own technology than IOFs to theirs.
he results across countries show that Coops in Belgium, Germany,
reland and the Netherlands have a better intra-ﬁrm efﬁciency than
he IOFs in the same country. Therefore, Coops in these countries
etter succeed in exploiting their technology to its full potential
han their IOFs counterparts. The efﬁciency measurements reﬂect,
5 The result of the log-Likelihood ratio test yields a value of (68) in testing the
ypothesis of difference in the production technology of the IOFs with the coopera-
ives with comparable turnover size (i.e. excluding the cooperatives that are larger
han the IOFs). This implies that the size of the turnover does not alter the difference
etween the production technology of IOFs and cooperatives.3 19.59 0.01 406.47
8 7.25 0.03 222.31
 1.12 0.01 24.09
not only the efﬁciency of the physical transformation of inputs into
outputs but also implicitly reﬂect the success of other intangible dif-
ferences such as marketing and management strategies aiming to
generate more value added and output quality differences between
companies of the same type (either Coop or IOF). It is important
to note that it is impossible to test whether the differences in IA
(nor CU and IE) between countries and between IOFs and Coops
are signiﬁcant. This is because the differences in IA (CU and IE)
have been determined using the results of the estimation of two
separate Stochastic Production frontiers.
The implication of the results on intra-ﬁrm efﬁciency is that
Coops can, on average increase their output by 24% while using
the same bundle of inputs, whereas IOFs can increase their out-
put by 21%, using the same bundle of inputs. The improvement
of technical efﬁciency can be achieved better internal organisa-
tion, such that materials, and ﬁxed assets are used more efﬁciently.
Also, technical efﬁciency can be improved by improving the qual-
ity and/or price of their outputs, e.g. by increasing the marketing
efforts or by strengthening the market position vis-a-vis retailers
and wholesalers.
Additionally, the results in Table 3 show that, on average, the
catch-up component of the Coops (CUC) equals one whereas the
catch-up component of IOFs (CUI) is on average equal to 0.8. The
difference between the two  catch-up components (CUC and CUI) is
on average equal to 0.1858. This result indicates the superiority of
the Coops’ technology over the IOFs’ technology, which also results
on average in a higher overall Inter-ﬁrm efﬁciency for Coops. These
differences in favor of the Coops vis-a-vis the IOFs are attributed to
a few aspects; differences in the technology governing the physical
transformation of inputs into outputs, quality differences and dif-
ferences in the success of marketing strategies (between IOFs and
Coops). However, the size of the difference between the Coops’- and
IOFs’- catch-up components (CUC and CUI) differs also across the
different countries. For example, Denmark, has the lowest value of
the difference in the catch-up components between IOFs and Coops
(0.1407). This suggests that the superiority of the Coops’ technol-
ogy over that of the IOFs is less apparent in Denmark. Ireland hasIAC IEC CUC IAI IEI CUI CUC-CUI
Belgium 0.81 0.81 1 0.78 0.65 0.8166 0.1834
Denmark 0.62 0.62 1 0.75 0.65 0.8593 0.1407
France 0.74 0.74 1 0.80 0.70 0.8580 0.1420
Germany 0.82 0.82 1 0.78 0.67 0.8547 0.1453
Ireland 0.83 0.83 1 0.81 0.58 0.6872 0.3128
Netherlands 0.78 0.78 1 0.72 0.62 0.8094 0.1906
Total (Mean) 0.76 0.76 1 0.79 0.68 0.8142 0.1858
* IA, IE and CU indicate intra-ﬁrm, Catch-Up and Inter-ﬁrm efﬁciency, respec-
tively. The subscripts C and I refer to Cooperatives and IOF, respectively.
n Journal of Life Sciences 70–71 (2014) 53–59 57
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Table 4
The Characteristics of the Firms with Different Values of the Catch-Up.
Item (average) Million Euros Cooperatives Investors Owned
Firms
CUC =1 CUC <1 CUI =1 CUI <1
Number of ﬁrms 359 1 7 854
Turnover 430.38 450.73 155.57 95.96
Fixed assets 108.43 100.09 9.75 19.67
Raw Material 203.13 187.79 29.97 7.07R.A.M.E. Soboh et al. / NJAS - Wageninge
The difference in the catch-up component between IOFs and
oops across countries is explained by cross-country differences
n the (i) characteristics of cooperatives/IOFs and the (ii) market
onditions for cooperatives/IOFs. An exception are the results of
enmark, which requires analyzing the characteristics of the Dan-
sh ﬁrms, dairy market and the degree of production specialty of
he Danish IOFs. The Coops differ across countries in terms of their
nancial structure (partially traded in the public market or not),
arket orientation and membership (targeting international mar-
ets or not and having members from different countries). The
ifferences in the ﬁnancial structure of Coops, refer to the level
f control and ownership of members have of the cooperative.
or instance, cooperatives in Ireland can trade about half of their
quity in the stock exchange, which implies more diversity in the
ources of capital [23]. This, relative diversiﬁed source of capital
or the Irish cooperatives6, in addition to the characteristics of the
rish dairy sector, may  explain the large difference in the catch
p components of Irish Coops and IOFs. The differences in mar-
et orientation of cooperatives across countries refer to whether
he cooperative is targeting international markets or not. Coop-
ratives in Denmark (which exports around 2/3 of the total milk
roduction), the Netherlands, and Belgium are to targeting inter-
ational markets more than French and German cooperatives [24].
he Irish cooperatives are mainly exporting their production to
he UK, which is encouraged by the geographical location and the
trong UK pound relative to the Euro.
The local market conditions for Coops refer mainly to the Coops’
arket share which reﬂects the degree of competitiveness in the
ocal market and the opportunity to exercise market power. As an
xample, one large cooperative in Denmark produces more than
0% of Danish milk production, whereas there are more than 10
ther small cooperatives which handle around 6% of Danish milk
roduction. This leaves the Danish IOFs to process less than 3%
f the total Danish milk production (Danish dairy board7). The
arge proportion of the processed milk by cooperative (around
7% - the largest in Europe) reﬂects that the majority of the Dan-
sh farmers are cooperative-oriented and that Danish IOFs must
e highly specialized with loyal customers. The characteristics of
he Danish market suggest that the countervailing power of coop-
ratives is well functioning and that the dairy market is mainly
xploited by Coops, which leaves no (or little) margin for any fur-
her cooperative exploitation. The situation of the dairy processing
ndustry in Ireland, however, is largely fragmented and dominated
y three relatively not so large Coops8. The Irish cooperatives
ave weak incentives to consolidate and they achieve efﬁciency by
o-processing arrangement and milk-sharing arrangements rather
han by expanding revenue areas. The Irish dairy sector is not fully
xploited and has potential to improve cooperatives’ share of the
airy processing sector [23]. In the Netherlands, there are two
arge cooperatives (presently merged into a single one), processing
bout 85% of the total milk production in the Netherlands, whereas
hree small cooperatives account for another 6% of total Dutch milk
roduction (Productschap Zuivel). The German and French cooper-
tives account for less than 60% and 40% of the local dairy market,
espectively (Productschap Zuivel)9.To further analyze the results, we compare the number and the
haracteristics of the ﬁrms with catch up component equal to one
o those with catch up component lower than one in Table 4. Only
6 Termed as public limited companies (PLC). The PLC is not obliged to take in more
ilk  of members or new membership (Harte, 1997).
7 These ﬁgures are estimated based on data available on (www.mejeri.dk).
8 When compared to the large cooperatives in Denmark and the Netherlands.
9 The cooperatives’ market share per country is ordered from largest: DK, NL, Ire,
,  D, Fr. (based on estimation based on data from (www.prodzuivel.nl)Labor 24.92 30.36 0.93 1.12
Intra-Firm Efﬁciency 0.76 0.86 0.87 0.79
one cooperative (of the 360 cooperatives) has a catch up value less
than one, whereas, only seven IOFs (of the 861 IOFs) have a catch-
up value equal to one. These seven IOFs have, on average, a higher
turnover, ﬁxed assets and raw materials but lower use of labor than
the other IOFs. Also, these seven IOFs have, on average a higher efﬁ-
ciency score (0.87) than the other IOFs (0.79). Whereas, the single
cooperative (with CUC <1) does not appear to have different char-
acteristics (in terms of value of output and inputs) than the average
characteristics of the other cooperatives (with CUC =1). The intra-
ﬁrm efﬁciency score of Coops (IAC) of the only cooperative with
CUC <1 is equal to 0.86 and is higher than the average value of the
intra-cooperatives efﬁciency score (0.76), of the other cooperatives
(with CUC = 1).
Almost 100 per cent of the cooperatives have a catch-up value of
one, whereas around 99 per cent of the IOFs have a catch-up value
less than one. These results show that the technology of relatively
small IOFs (in terms of turnover) is dominated by the technology
of the larger Coops. The IOFs with a catch-up term smaller than
one have a relatively high value of both ﬁxed assets and labor com-
pared to the seven IOFs with a catch-up term equal to one. This
relatively high value of ﬁxed assets and labor of the small IOF may
be due to their high costs in producing a limited quantity of spe-
cialized output from a relatively small quantity of raw materials.
The business implications of these results are that small IOF need
to improve their technical efﬁciency in order to prevent losses due
to inadequate organization. They may  adapt strategies which either
reduce the use of both ﬁxed assets and labor, or increase the level
of output.
The differences in Intra-ﬁrm Efﬁciency (IA) of Coops and IOFs
suggest that Coops have different internal incentives and are
focused on other market segments than IOFs. The Coops ﬁrst inten-
tion is to collect and processes their members’ entire production
while IOFs draw their incentives from collecting and processing
that milk quantity that maximizes the shareholders’ value. As a
result, IOFs’ are inclined to target different market segments than
those of the cooperatives. The high value-added segments of the
market require high quality production, packaging and market-
ing, while quantities will be much lower than in Coops, which
explains the relatively high value of ﬁxed assets to total output
of the small IOFs. Second, targeting the value added segments of
the market require highly skilled and specialized labor and man-
agement, which explains the relatively high value of labor to total
output of the small and the lower Inter-ﬁrm (overall) efﬁciency of
IOFs. The cooperative is required to meet members’ interests by
processing their entire production of raw milk while paying them
(for providing the raw material) a competitive price.
Table 5 provides the average value of the output elasticities of
cooperatives and IOFs and the p-value, testing whether the elas-
ticity is (statistically) signiﬁcantly different from zero. The output
elasticity, of the ﬁrms (of both types) with catch-up equal to one,
differs from the elasticity of ﬁrms with catch-up less than unity.
The results, presented in Table 5, show that the output elasticity
of ﬁxed assets (which includes brand value) has the highest value
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Table 5
Output and Scale Elasticities (p-values in brackets).
Output elasticity of (p-value) Cooperatives Investor-owned ﬁrms (IOFs)
CUC =1 CUC <1 CUI =1 CUI <1
N  = 359 n = 1 n = 7 n = 854
Fixed assets 0.569 (0.000) 0.135 (0.000) 0.629 (0.000) 0.593 (0.000)
Raw  Material −0.102 (0.001) −0.114 (0.001) 0.056 (0.159) 0.034 (0.133)
Labor  0.071 (0.013) 0.100 (0.010) −0.017 (0.301) 0.022 (0.359)
Time  −0.037 (0.005) −0.045 (0.006) −0.021 (0.234) −0.012 (0.194)
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mong the inputs. Therefore, this input (ﬁxed assets) is important
or both IOFs and Coops. However, ﬁxed assets is more important to
OFs (with CUI = 1 and CUI <1) than cooperatives (with CUC = 1 and
UC <1). The output elasticity of ﬁxed assets is signiﬁcantly different
rom zero for Coops with CUC = 1 and the IOFs with CUI < 1.
The output elasticity of raw materials is negative for Coops
nd is signiﬁcantly different from zero at the critical 5% level
or those Coops with catch-up component equal to one, while
t is insigniﬁcant and positive for IOFs. The negative value of
he elasticity of raw materials suggests that Coops over use raw
aterials (raw milk), to such an extent that it decreases the
roduced output of the Coops. This is explained by the coopera-
ive’s obligation to process the entire production of its members.
n addition, the common agricultural policy (CAP) allows dairy
rocessing companies to process their surplus milk into low value
dded commodities that can be stored (e.g. butter, milk pow-
er). However, in order to explain the negative output elasticity
f materials for Coops, more information on quality differences
f materials and more details on the composition of output is
eeded.
The output elasticity of labor is positive and is higher for Coops
han for IOFs. It has a negative value for IOFs with catch-up com-
onent equal to one. Moreover, the output elasticity of labor is
igniﬁcantly different from zero only for Coops with catch-up com-
onent equal to one. The high value of the output elasticity of
oops indicates that labor is more important to Coops than to IOFs
n producing output. The importance of labor to Coops vis-a-vis
OFs may  suggest that Coops have few but highly qualiﬁed labor.
dditionally, the value of the output elasticity in terms of labor is
egative for the seven IOFs with catch-up component equal to one,
his implies that as labor increases, the output decreases for these
OFs.
Also, technical change of Coops and IOFs is negative, which indi-
ates that, the technology of dairy processing ﬁrms on average
ets worse over the time period under consideration. However,
he Coops’ technology decreases more quickly over time than the
OFs technology. Also, IOFs with a catch-up component less than
ne (CUI < 1) have the lowest technical regress, implying that these
OFs (although not highly efﬁcient and using inferior technology)
re relatively better off. Technological regress is unlikely to occur
ue to a more inferior technology over time. A more likely reason for
echnological regress is the tightening of government regulations
egarding e.g. food safety and packaging requiring dairy processing
rms to take costly additional measures.
Finally, results in Table 5 show that ﬁrms of both types have pro-
uction technologies that are characterized by decreasing returns
o scale. The Coops’ technology is facing a more pronounced degree
f decreasing returns to scale than IOFs. Furthermore, results show
hat IOFs with catch-up component equal to unity (CUI = 1) have
arger returns to scale than ﬁrms with catch-up component smaller
han unity. These ﬁndings imply that an increase in the size of
peration has a more positive effect on IOFs rather than Coops,
nd may  be a direct consequence of the larger size of Coops1 (0.017) 0.668 (0.034) 0.646 (0.028)
and their obligation to process all members’ production of raw
milk.
5. Conclusions
This study contributes to the literature in using two  different
frontiers to compare and measure the technical efﬁciency and pro-
duction technology of dairy processing cooperatives and IOFs in six
European countries. The methodological approach uses a different
frontier for each type of ﬁrms, allowing for measuring technical
efﬁciency of the ﬁrm with respect to both: its own type frontier
(Intra-type efﬁciency) and the frontier of the other type (Inter-type
efﬁciency), and the difference between the two frontiers (Catch-up
component). The cooperatives, on average have a lower Intra-type
efﬁciency than IOFs. However, the cooperatives, on average have
a higher Catch-up component and a higher Inter-type efﬁciency
than IOFs. The superiority of the cooperatives in their Inter-type
efﬁciency measurement reﬂects, in addition to the physical pro-
ductivity, the marketing efﬁciency as a result of normalizing the
outputs and inputs, of cooperatives and IOFs, with the same price
indices.
The Catch-up term differs across countries. This is explained
by differences in cooperatives characteristics and market condi-
tion which imply differences in the internal incentives. In Ireland
the superiority of the cooperatives’ technology compared to IOFs is
the highest which is explained by three different aspects; the fact
that Irish cooperatives have a legal form termed as public limited
company, the fragmented nature of the Irish processing sector and
the proximity to the UK market. Seven IOFs are exceptional with
Catch-up component equal to one. They have a larger turnover and
quantity of raw materials, while they have smaller ﬁxed assets and
labor than the other IOFs. Moreover, these seven IOFs are not only
the most efﬁcient when compared to their own technology, they
also have the highest output elasticity in terms of ﬁxed assets and
raw material, and the least decreasing returning to scale production
technology. Other IOFs would beneﬁt from reviewing the charac-
teristics of these seven IOFs and improving their own technical
efﬁciency with respect to both; the technology of the IOFs and the
one of the cooperatives. The cooperatives’ superiority has a strong
impact on the future structure of the dairy market in these six Euro-
pean countries, i.e. cooperatives may  increase their market share
in the near future at the expense of the IOFs. In Denmark, cooper-
atives already account for 97 percent of the total milk production,
in the Netherlands more than 85%.
Future research would beneﬁt from detailed data on the qual-
ity and size of the composition of inputs and outputs in the dairy
processing ﬁrms analyzed in this study. Having this detailed infor-
mation would allow for a better representation of the heterogeneity
attributable to input and output composition. At present, the cur-
rently available data does not allow for further investigating the
potential impact of output heterogeneity or input qualities on
performance. Also, future research should focus on analyzing the
socio-economic and environmental factors that explain differences
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